
A community’s traditional music is its tether to the collective wisdom of past generations. 
Digital remix expands our imagination into a future of all possibilities. Film and 

storytelling move us to connect more deeply with each other. Collaboration reminds us 
we are greater than the sum of our parts. We harmonize these expressions to elevate 
underrepresented communities while building more sustainable and equitable human 

relationships. We thank you for enabling us to continue this important work.

OUR 
REACH

56,000  YouTube subscribers
12 million+ views from 50+ 
countries 

JOIN  US
Thanks to grants from the National Endowment for the Arts and the Brooklyn Arts Fund, we are able to cover about half 

of the execution budget for Tanfis 2023. We need your help in matching these grants. Your donations will contribute 
to artist development, high quality recordings and films of community music and stories, creation of remixes and new 

works, production of the live event, and the release of a rich digital multimedia archive of music and stories. 

••• To become a sponsor, email us at community@remix-culture.org •••

CONTRIBUTION LEVEL COVERS BENEFITS

$500+ Supporter Recording & filming 1 day’s worth 
of interviews

Your name as Supporter on website plus 2 tickets to live 
event

$1,000+ Remix
Sponsor

Artist fee for the creation of one 
original remix track

All the above plus early access to digital content

$2,500+ Artist 
Sponsor

All residency costs for one of the 
14 artists

All the above plus your name on all Tanfis Residency 
communications as the exclusive sponsor of one artist of 

your choosing

$5,000+ Event 
Sponsor

All artist fees for premiere live 
event 

All the above plus your name as Event Sponsor on all 
event communications, livestream and on-demand event 

video

$10,000+ Executive 
Producer

Post-production and release of 
digital music library

All the above plus your name as Executive Producer on 
all music videos, album, and sample packs

~2,000 mailing list 
subscribers

33,410 annual reach

44,408 annual reach
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